**BOJAGI ART**

*Bojagi* is a traditional Korean wrapping cloth and have many uses, including as gift wrapping, in weddings, and in Buddhist rites. More recently, they have been internationally recognized as a traditional art form, often featured in museums and inspiring modern reinterpretations. Traditional Korean folk religions believed that keeping something wrapped protected good luck. It is believed that the earliest use of the wrappings dates to the Three Kingdoms Period (57 BCE – 668 CE). Bojagis were created with small leftover segments from sewing Hanbok (Korean traditional garments).

CREATE YOUR OWN BOJAGI DESIGN!

What You Need:

Construction Paper
- One beige or white paper for the base.
- Several colorful pieces of paper. Try to use colorful pastel colors for better results, but use your imagination! Good colors are pink, red, yellow, blue, orange, and green.

Scissors

Glue
STEPS

Make sure to get all the supplies together.

Cut the colorful construction paper into different symmetrical shapes of different sizes! Triangles, squares, and rectangles all work.

Arrange and glue the cut pieces onto your base paper! It helps to keep lines aligned. Mix and match colors and shapes to create your own unique design!

Once you are done, cut a thin piece of construction paper and fold it into a ribbon, then glue it to the center of your design!

Make sure to share your designs with us!